| INSTRUCTION TO AUTHORS
EEK The only bilingual (German/English) technical/scientific magazine for technology & transformation of fossil and green
energy sources. EEK is published monthly, with a double issue in July/August each year.
EEK offers in each issue a balanced range of topics from
-- prospecting and extraction of crude oil and natural gas
-- preparation and processing of crude oil and natural gas
-- application of mineral oil products
-- petrochemicals
-- hydrogen
-- deep geothermal energy, up to
-- conversion of carbon carriers.
The publications are subdivided with respect to type without explicit indication in the periodical into original scientific and
engineering articles, survey articles, and brief communications. Manuscripts are forwarded by the editors to experts in the
corresponding fields for appraisal with respect to their suitability for publication. Publication in a different journal as well as
simultaneous submission for publication are not permissible. In the event of acceptance for publication, the authors declare
their consent to transference of copyrights as well as any other rights concerning further use of the article to the publisher.
As a matter of principle, there exists no claim whatsoever on publication if manuscripts submitted. Manuscripts and figures
are submitted at the author’s risk and will only be returned upon request. It is proposed to send text (as MS Word-file) as well
as figures (embedded in the text, or as *.tif, *.eps, *.jpg, *.ppt files) on disc or per e-mail.

| STYLE GUIDE FOR MANUSCRIPTS
Language: Articles are published in the German or English language.
Length: In the case of original and survey articles, the maximal length
of the manuscript, including tables and figures, shouldn’t exceed 43,000
characters incl. blancs. Tables and figures are generally calculated
as1,200 characters each. If appropriate, the publisher, editor, or advisor
will recommend abridgement of the manuscript. Figures, embedded or
attached should have a high resolution of 250-300 dpi.
Title: The title should be brief and concise. The use of abbreviations
should be avoided. The title is required in both German and English for
publication.
Abstract: The article must be preceded by abstracts in both German
and English. The abstract in the respective manuscript language should
be more detailed.
Text section: The text section should be subdivided into sections,
as appropriate, with the use of subheadings and decimal classification. Short sentences facilitate comprehension by the reader. Abbreviations should be avoided if at all possible. In particular, engineering terms
spelled out in full are a valuable aid to the reader unfamiliar with
the specialised field involved. If the use of abbreviations should be
unavoidable for any reason, they should be accompanied at first use by
the corresponding word(s) spelled out in full. At the end of the article,
a conclusion with an outlook concerning continued developments is
advisable.

Quantities, units, nomenclature: As a matter of principle, only the
approved SI units and nomenclature are permissible. If units not defined
by the international system are still customary, the values in SI units
should always be given first and followed by the obsolete units in parentheses. The same applies to quantities and nomenclature.
Author: Academic titles, first and family names of the author, the
company or institution as well as the location are published as a footnote. In the case of papers presented, the occasion, location, and
date of the event concerned is also required for publication. Short bios
(2-3 sentences) and a portrait photo of the author should be attached.
References: References should be given consistently, as illustrated by
the following examples:
[1] DEURER, R.; SAHR, M.; UJMA, K.-H.: Die Visualisierung von
physikalsicher Trägerschädigung; Erdoel-Erdgas 101, 1985, S. 372–376
or (IUPAC-standard):
[1] G. Collin, M. Zander: Erdöl Erdgas Kohle 102, 517–524 (1986).
for books:
[1] B. Mason, C. B. Moore: Grundzüge der Geochemie, Ferdinand Enke
Verlag, Stuttgart 1985, S. 12–15.
Galley proofs: The corresponding author receives a galley proof for
correction via email as pdf-file. This proof should be inspected, corrected using pdf comments and returned as soon as possible via email.

Citations: References to literature quoted at the end of the article
should be limited to the consecutive number in square brackets (refer
to References).

Please consult the editors in the event of further questions. Manuscripts should be submitted to:
DVV Media Group GmbH • Editorial staff EEK • Phone: +49-40-23714-142
Email: redaktion@eek-energy.com • www.eek-energy.com

| PUBLISHING RIGHTS
Articles are all editorial services in text, image, sound, video, graphics and illustration. Within the scope of the contract, the
author confers to DVV a utilizable and exclusively right of use without limit of time and space for all types of use of his contribution and the associated copyright and performance protection rights for all types of use in the national and international
media of DVV. The granting for rights shall include the authorization of DVV to edit, store, reproduce, translate into foreign
languages, archive and to reproduce the article in Germany and abroad in physical or non-physical form notwithstanding of
the respective transmission technology in particular
– in print media (e.g. journals, newspapers, newsletters, studies, special publications, magazines, books)
– in communication and information services (e.g. internet, Social-Media platforms, SMS, MMS, archives, data bases, applications, webTV, e-paper, secure-paper, flash-pdf ),
– for offline media (e.g. CD-Rom, DVD, Apps)
– in advertisings and for advertising materials (e.g. posters, commercials, POS-advertising forms) in and for DVV products
DVV shall have the right to edit the contribution with due consideration to the author’s interests. DVV is entitled to allow
these rights to be used in Germany or abroad also by affiliated companies to DVV of DVV Media Group with the conferral
of the appropriate rights of use and exploitation and/or granting these rights of use and exploitation to affiliated companies
to DVV of DVV Media Group. The Parties agree that the transfer of the aforementioned rights of use and exploitation have
been settled. German Copyright Act §§11 sentence2, 32a remains unaffected. The author confirms the existence of the
aforementioned rights to DVV as well as they are not encumbered by any rights of third parties. The author does not accept
any warranty claims for any possible advertising exploitation. DVV is not obliged to exploit the rights conferred. German Copyright Act §41 remains unaffected.
All authors ensure and confirm with their signature that through their work and contribution as well as through the external
contributions they procure, they do not infringe rights of third parties. This applies in particular for contributions and images
such as of third parties by the author. The authors take care that possible employees enter the commitment.
After publication, the publishing house automatically sends each author a specimen copy of the printed edition and a pdf. file
of the contribution free of charge. Publishing of the pdf. file is allowed in in-house media and on your website for a processing
fee of 50 € plus value added tax, if the source and link to www.oilgaspublisher.de is given.
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